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The aim of this paper is to give a new and very different proof of Yu’s result 
about the transcendency of the values of Carlitz’s zeta function at all integers s > 1. 
This result is obtained here as a particular case of a more general assertion, the 
main theorem of Section I, concerning a certain type of quantities defined as the 
sum of series (Eq. (5)). The method we are using here is a refinement of that of 
Wade, and we take advantage of the opportunity to give a detailed account of the 
techniques involved, more particularly in Section IV. ‘n 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1935, Carlitz [2] defined a zeta function attached to the ring 2 of 
polynomials in IF, which is an application defined on N with values in 
R := F4( (l/t)) and, consequently, is not of the same nature as Artin’s zeta 
function [ 11. 
This zeta function is intimately connected with Carlitz’s exponential 
function $ (see [2]) and, in particular, with its fundamental period rc, so 
that Eulerian questions could be asked about the nature of rc and that of 
I(s) when s is divisible by q - 1, the analog of an even argument for the 
Euler-Riemann zeta function (see [ 6) ). 
In 1941, Wade [9] was able to give a first proof of the transcendence of 
rc, followed very quickly by a second proof [lo] which used the relation 
l(q - 1)/n”- ’ E Q, where Q = F,(t), and was based on the transcendency of 
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[(q - 1). Much later, Goss found independently the relationship between 
c(s) (s “even”) and r? (see for instance [ 131). 
Recently Jing Yu, in a second wave of results based on different techni- 
ques, see [5, 1, 121, not only gave a third proof of the transcendence of 7~ 
but was also able to prove facts whose analogs, for the Riemann zeta func- 
tion, are presently out of reach; among those results was the transcendency 
of c(s) for all s > 1, and also the transcendency of i(s)/+ when s is not 
divisible by (q - 1) (s “odd”). 
Simultaneously, similar results were obtained by Thakur (for s < q, see 
[ 8]), Damamme and Hellegouarch (for s 6 q2, see [4] ), using Wade’s 
original techniques, and, finally, G. Dammame pushed this method further 
and obtained the transcendency of c(s) for all s in his thesis [3]. 
There is no doubt that this method differs widely from Yu’s, and that it 
is applicable to a large set of quantities lying in R and defined as the sum 
of certain series. 
The last section is devoted to a proof of the transcendency of i(s) itself 
which we derive as a corollary of the theorem. 
Having to improve Wade’s lemmas we took advantage of the oppor- 
tunity to give a detailed exposition of his remarkable techniques (compare 
with [lo] ). 
Finally we must say that this work could not have been completed 
without the leave generously granted us by the C.N.R.S. 
I. MAIN RESULT 
As explained in the Introduction, we use the notations Z= F,[t], 
Q= [F,(t), and R= F,,((t-')). 
We recall that R is endowed with a canonical absolute value whose 
definition is as follows: if ~=a,?“+ ... +a,+~,t~‘+ ... with a,#O, 
then 
/XI = 4” 
and if x=0, we write 1x1 =O. 
It is a well-known elementary fact that this absolute value is ultrametric 
and this property will play a fundamental role in the sequel. Another 
prominent feature of the situation is the presence of the Frobenius 
endomorphism 
fs: x H xy 
Following Carlitz [2] we will make constant use of the notations 
[k] :=(d-iid)t=P-t (1) 
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and 
L, := [k][k- l] ... [l] (2) 
for all k E N, with the convention Lo = 1. 
An interesting feature of the situation is that the transcendency of 9 E R 
over Q is equivalent to the linear independance of the family a”(0), with 
n E N, over Q (this is Ore’s lemma, see [7]). The following theorem is the 
main result of this paper. 
THEOREM. Let s and n be given in N, and let Z, denote the set 
Is:= {iEN”; i,q+ ... +i,q”<s}. (3) 
For each i E Z,, let Bi be a polynomial in Z such that 
deg B, k deg B, + i v&q’, 
v = 1 
for all i e Z, (4) 
and define R,,, E Z by 
Rk.s= c Bi[k]‘l”+ “. +inO” . [k- (n- I)]“““. 
i t Is 
Then the series 
(5) 
converges in R towards a limit 0 which is transcendental over Q. 
The proof of this theorem is a generalization of a proof by Wade [lo] 
which seems inspired, in its broad lines, by the classical proof of the 
transcendence of 3,1415... . 
We begin by outlining this proof. 
Suppose 8 is algebraic over Q, then by Ore’s lemma we have a relation 
T(0) = f A/J’(~) = 0 
j=O 
with Aje Z. 
G being F,-linear and continuous, we have 
T(o)= 5 A, f 
j=O k=O 
MI'W?.? 
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To get rid of the denominators of the first terms we multiply this relation 
by a certain polynomial K, E Z, where b denotes an arbitrary large natural 
integer. 
Then T(B) K, can be decomposed as the sum of three parts: part I, 
which is the sum of the terms which are definitely integral, part F, which 
is the sum of the terms whose absolute values are definitely < 1, and a 
third part S which is a sum of unspecified terms. 
Then, when fl tends to infinity, we can split each term in S into an 
integral part (which will be joined to I,) and a fractional part of absolute 
value < 1 (which will be joined to F,). 
Eventually we get, when p is big enough, 
O=KJ(f?)=Z+F 
with ZEZ and IFI < 1. 
Of course this implies that I= F= 0, but asymptotic congruence 
considerations modulo [p] lead to If 0: so we have a contradiction. 
Perhaps we should pause here to mention an essential idea, which 
is implicit in Wade, and which consists in the study of asymptotic 
congruences mod[/?]. 
We denote by 99 the ideal of Z generated by [p] and we suppose fl 
arbitrarily large; then we have 
[B + k] = oQ?] + [k] = [k] mod ~43 
when /3 is big enough. 
We will call [k] the (finite) residue of [/I + k] and write 
res[B + k] = [k] 
so that we get a homomorphism of rings 
res:Z[[b+k];kEN]+Z 
since 
res(CB+kll+ CP+bl)= Ck,l+ C&l 
~~~~CB+~~l~CB+~~l~=C~~l~C~zl. 
And we also have the commutativity property 
res 0 (T = g 0 res 
which means that 
(6) 
res([fi+k]“)=[k+l]-[l]=[k]“. 
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Remarks. (1) We deduce from the above observations that 
where aeN and aEN. 
(2) We will say that res is the “asymptotic homomorphism” from 
Z[[/?+k]; kEF+J] to Z. 
(3) Curiously enough this homomorphism can be extended to 
negative k in certain formulas. For example, we will make an extensive 
use of 
res( [Ifi + k]“““) = ([k + a] - [a])” 
when k + a 2 0, in Section IV. 
DEFINITION 1. If P is a polynomial in the arguments [p+ k,], . . . . 
[p + k,. J, we write 
g(P) := deg[res(P)]. (7) 
EXAMPLE. If a, a are in R and k E Z is such that k + a 2 0, we have 
if k>O 
if k=O 
if k < 0. 
II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In the present section we will carry out this proof with some technical 
details, but we will postpone until the next two sections the study of the 
two most technical lemmas. 
(1”) Splitting 
We start from relation (7) and we note first that m can be arbitrary large 
since 
Then, following Wade [lo] we consider the multiplier 
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Then K, T(8) = 0, can be written 
Kp i Ai f 
j=o k=O 
(9) 
(10) 
Note that a”(Li) J&,ci(L;‘) E Z implies that K,Ajoj(Rk,,/L;) E Z, and 
that this condition is implied by k </I + (m -j)m, so we write 
and for similar reasons 
F,:=KB f Ai f 
j=O k=m2-;+n+l 
(12) 
this choice being justified by the following lemma whose proof is postponed 
until Section III. 
LEMMA 1. Zf m 3 2 and if /? is large enough, then 1 F, I< 1. 
So the remaining terms make up the sum 
(13) 
and we have 
Z,+S+F,=O. 
(2”) Description of the Generic Term V of S 
Let V be such a term; we have 
‘iCP+kl ila + + ino” . V= Ajam J;,,& 
[/?+k-(n-l)]in”” 
L;+k > 
9 
whereO<j<m, (m-j)m+l<k<m*-j+n, and i,q+ . . . +i,q”<s. 
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In order to standardize the indexation we replace k by f = k - (m - j)m, 
and so we have 
V= A,(r”(L;) J;,,, 
x d 
( 
Bi[p+(m-j),+f]““+“‘+i~“n.‘.[~+(m-j)m+f-n(n-1)]”“” 
Li+(m-j)m+l > 
(14) 
with 1 <f<j(m- l)+n. 
Then we can write V as a product of two terms, the first one being 
integral: V = E,,, Hi./. We take 
Hi,.r:= fi 
I=m-j+l i=(/-I)m+l 
x~, [~+(m-j)m+f]i~“+~~‘+i~“n... [/?+(m-j)m+f-(n-l)]‘n”” 
CB+ Cm-i)m+fl” . . . [P+(m-j)m+l]” 1 ’ 
(16) 
Then it is easy to check that Ej,i E Z (because #‘(LB) JP.m j/ajLp+ cm~ilm 
is integral) and that V = Ej,i H, /’ 
Finally, if j = m, we have 
Em) = Amorn 
as a special case in formula ( 15). 
(3”) Chopping v 
(17) 
In order to split V in an integral term and an asymptotically fractional 
one, we will break Hj,r into a sum of integral and “j-simple” terms. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 0 < j, 6, > b2 > . . . > b,, and I, Z l2 2 ... b I, (in N). 
Then we write 
(18) 
where P E Z is independent of B and f, E N. Then we say that Y is j-simple 
iff: 
(i) fi < q for all i. 
(ii) Z,+j>b,. 
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Remark. Condition (ii) enables one to give a majoration of the degree 
of the numerator of (I 8) since the sequence h , , . . . . h, is strictly decreasing, 
so we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 0 < j. If 2’ is j-simple and tf 
then if ZJ # 0, v = 0 
degY< -qO+bu+c, where c = deg P. 
If u=O, v#O, then 
deg9i” -qp+4+J+c. 
If u = 0, Y E z. 
Proof. For fixed U, the degree of dip is maximal when 
b,=I,+j- 1, 6,=b,-I)...) b,=b,-,-1 
and v= 1. 
So we get by (18) and (i) 
degY<((q-l)(qL+‘-‘+ . . . +qbu)qB+c-qJb+j+P. 
Finally 
degY< -qqB+bu+c. 
The cases u = 0 and v # 0, or v = 0, are immediate. 1 
The following lemma is of crucial importance in the chopping of Hj,.? Its 
proof is postponed until Section IV. 
LEMMA 2. Let k,>k,> ... >k, be in Z, 1,>1,3 ... >l,>O be in N, 
t > 0. We consider the element 
such that min,(k, + cli) > 0. 
Then 2 is a sum of j-simple elements dp of the form 
(19) 
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such that: 
(i) v<t 
(ii) b, 3 min,(k, + cli, I, +i) 
(iii) g(numerator Y) < Cl=, aiqd’ sup( 1, qkc) 
with, moreover, a strict inequality when v < t. 
In particular, if 9 is integral, we have 
g(P) < i aiqaa sup( 1, qkg). 
t=l 
(20) 
Remark. Condition (i) means that the denominator of (18) is obtained 
from the denominator of (19) by suppressing some factors. 
To apply this lemma to Hi., we write (see (16)) 
and we put it in the form (19) by repeating s times each factor in the 
denominator and reversing the order of the factors. 
Lemma 2 asserts that Hi f breaks up into a sum of j-simple elements -rp, 
such that 
y =-, [~+hlh ... [B+hlfu c 
o’(iIB+l,l ... CB+L!l) 
with l,>(m-j)m+l, and, if 9”g.Z: 
(i) lI=(m-j)m+f>IZ ... >l,,=(m-j)m+g, where 1 <g<f: 
(ii) b, > (m-j) m + j. 
It follows from Proposition 1 that if zig, $ Z we have 
&g z,< -qP+(“-i)“-.i+C. (21) 
If 9” E Z, we join ET” to Ii, 
If 6p, $ Z, we claim that IEYuI < 1, and we join E9” to F,. Calculating 
degree (E) from (15) we get 
deg E=deg(LT”)+deg A,B;‘+deg J.;,,PjL~;q:,,mm,,,. 
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We will prove in Section III (Proof of Lemma 1) that 
and, as we have 
- deg Lg+ cm _ j ,m = - 
-l (q8+ m2-jm+J+l _ j+l 
q-1 
4 ) 
we get 
deg EGS 
q-1(4 
p+m2~im+J~m+2+qP+m+1+q/+1+degAj~S'). (23) 
Note that, when /? is big enough and j$ {m - 1, m} the main term in (23) 
is 
s -q”+ m*-pfi-m+2 
q-1 
(24) 
It follows that, if m is big enough, we have IEgL, < 1 when j$ {m - 1, m}. 
If j = m - 1, this follows from the remark 
If j = m, the same result follows from ( 17) and (21). 
To achieve the proof we must now consider the integral terms, and we 
need a majorization of g(dp) when 6cI. E Z and i = m. 
In this case we have by (16) 
* =J;.dfw+fl i]Uf “‘+i”a” [P+f- (n- l)]“““) 
m,f a”([fl+f]” ... [/?+ 11”) 
with 1 <f<m(m- l)+n. 
To get the best possible decomposition by Lemma 2 we begin by 
simplifving the expression of H,,,, 
If f 2 n, this simplification gives 
H J;.m "'f=am([B+f]"~'*4~i*4n . . . [p+f-(n-l)]s-W . . . [p+l]") (25) 
( [p + f] has a “positive” exponent since s > i, q + . . + i,q”). Applying 
Lemma 2, we get by 9” E Z and (20) 
s(-%) < g(J;,,d (26) 
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If f < n, this simplification gives 
q”(i/qf+ ..‘+i,y”) 
H 
J;.m Ml . . . [p+f-(n-l)]‘nf+m 
m./“= o”(CB+f,“-ii~~‘...-44n) .., [)+ l,“-“!~-’ 4q’ (27) 
In the case L$> E 2, by (20) 
n-1 
g(Z)<g(J;,,)+ C sup(q”(i,qh+ ... +i,q”),qf-h+m(ihqh+ . . . +inqn)). 
h=/ 
As f -h<O, we get 
n-1 
g(g) < AJ;,,) + c q”(i,qh + ... + i&f). (28) 
So in all cases we have (28) if j = m and -rZ” E Z. 
(4”) End of the Proof 
We just obtained that 
&T(tl)=Z+F=O 
so it remains to show that Z & 0 mod[/?]. 
If T denotes a generic term of Ii, we have by (11) 
T=~DAj+(B,[k]ilq+ ... +kf . . . [k- (n- l)lin”” 
a’( Ls,) 
with i,q+ ... +i,q”<s and O<k<j?+(m-j)m. 
Ifj<m, we see that Kpai(LkS) =O mod[P]. 
If j = m and k < /3 this is still valid, so 
T=O modI (29) 
in both cases. 
If (j, k) = (m, /I) then the above expression of T shows that i # 0 implies 
that [fi] divides T. So we get 
I, 3 J;,mAmcrm(BO). (30) 
Consider now the case of the elements which are joined to II by chopping 
I/. From (15) we get 
Ej,i = 0, moWI 
when j < m. 
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If j = m, we deduce from (17) and (28) that 
Note that 
n-1 
!Z(Em.i%,)<g(Am)+ g(J’~,,)+g(a”Bi) 
+ ‘c’ q”(i,qh + ‘. . + i,q”). 
h=l 
hly, G,qh + .I’ + ‘n 2 q”)< f- (i,qh+ ... + i,q”)= i hihqh. 
h=l h=l 
SO we deduce from condition (4) in the theorem, that 
c!dEm,iZiO,) < gtAnzJs.,) + g(amBl)). 
From (30) and (31) we get finally 
(31) 
g(Z) = gu, 1’ 0 
and If 0 mod[P]. 
III. I%KKIF OF LEMMA 1 
In this technical section we want to show that if m and /? are big enough, 
the generic term N of F, is such that INI < 1. 
Recall that 
, k>m’-j+n+l. 
Then we have 
deg N = sq” deg L, + s deg J,, - sqj deg L, + k 
+degAj+qidegRp+k.s, 
Majorization of deg J,, 
From (8) we get 
degJB.,= i qP+k+m-’ 
/=I k=(/&l)m-1 
=& ,g, (4 p+om- l)+m+ 1 -qs+h m-l)+1 1 
1 r+2 
=4--1,=x q I( 
/?+(/-2)(m-I)+m+l 
- ,F; @+‘(m 
- 1). 
(32) 
l 1 
1. 
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But p+(I-2)(m-I)+m+l6p+I(m-1)+1 ifm>2, so we get 
1 
deg Jp,r<- q-1(9 
~+~(m-I)+m+1+q~+r(m~1)+2)~ 
Remark. If r = m - j, we get inequality (22). 
Majoration of deg Aj~i(Rp+k,s) 
From (5) we get 
deg[Apj(Rg+,,,)] <sup (deg Aj&Bi) 
I 
+q’sup [qP+Qq+ .‘. +inq”)+ ..’ 
+9 
/?+kLn+Iinqnl, 
Since deg(AjajBi) is independent of /? and k, and since i, q + . . + i,q” < s, 
we get 
deg[AjcTj(RB+,s)]<c+qP+k+‘s(l + ... +q-“+I) 
or 
deg[A,o’(Ra+li,,)] <c+LqpfkCiq 
?I+1 
9-l 
-‘. 
4” 
Majoration of deg N 
From (32), (33) (with r = m), and (34) we deduce 
If p is big enough and m > 2, deg N < 0 would follow from 
n+l 
(1 +q~-~2+q~-~)q~2+~_qk+i q-q qn-q)<O 
and this is equivalent to 
m’--j+n<k. 
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IV. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
The proof of this lemma, which seems to be the deepest part in the proof 
of Theorem 1, will make full use of the fact that r~ is the Frobenius 
endomorphism of R. 
For reasons of convenience we state this lemma again and recall the 
definition of a j-simple element. 
DEFINITION 2. Let O<j, b,>h?> . . . >b,, and l,>l,>, . . . 31, in N, 
Finn for 1 <i<u and PEZ. We say that 
is j-simple iff: 
(i) f;.<q for all i 
(ii) 1,+ j> b,. 
LEMMA 2. Let k,>k,> ... >k, in Z, I,>123. 
t > 0. We consider the element 
~ [/?+kJ”‘““’ ... [P+kJ+” 
4CB+I,l .‘. [B+f,]) 
. >,I,>0 in N, and 
(18) 
(19) 
such that min,(k, + cr;) > 0. 
Then .# is a sum of j-simple elements 2’ of the form 
Y=P[f+b,l” ..+ lT+W” 
dCP+l,l ... [IP+Ll) 
such that 
(i) v<t 
(ii) b,>min,(k,+q, I,+ j) 
(iii) g(numerator 9) 6 XI=, a,q”’ sup( 1, qkl) with, moreooer, a strict 
inequality when v < t. 
In particular, if 2 is integral we have 
s(y) < i ad' sup(l, qkl). 
r=l 
(20) 
We begin the proof by two preliminary results which make use of the 
essential idea that we can deal with negative values of the k;. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let k, > k2 > . . > k, be in Z and let A E Z be of the 
form 
A = PA [p + kJ’I”” . . . [/3 + kJaruz’, 
where a, > 0, a, & 0 mod q. tli > 0, and 
min (ki + a,) > 0. 
r 
(35) 
If fl is large enough, A is a sum of terms B of the form 
B=P’[/?+dl]” ... [p+d,J’” 
with d, > d2 > . ‘. > d,, and such that 
(0 ei<q 
(ii) dh 2 min, (ki + cri) 
(iii) g(B) < deg P, + C:=, aiq” sup( 1, qkz). 
Remark. When an element B verifies (i) we say that B is reduced. 
Proof: Clearly we have 
(36) 
A = PA h ([B + k,+ a;] - [a;])” 
so that we can decompose rl in a sum of terms of the required form B, but 
those terms are not necessarily reduced. 
Nevertheless conditions (ii) and (iii) are verified since (for /? big enough) 
we get by the remarks that follow (7) 
g(B) 6 deg P, + i ai sup(q”‘, qa1+k8). 
i=l 
To prove condition (i) we will introduce the weight of a term 
B: P’[/?+d,]” ... [B+dhleh as the sum e, + ... +e, 
w(B) :=e, + ‘1. +e, 
and we will make an induction on w(B). 
If w(B) = 0, there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose the result is proved for w(B) < v and claim it for w(B) = v. If all 
the ei < q - 1, there is nothing to prove. So we may suppose there is an i 
such that ei B q. Write 
ei=q+e:, e( 20 
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then we have 
Now we can write 
B=B’-B” 
with 
B’ = P, [p + d,]” . . [b + d, + 1 ] [p + d,]‘; . . . [/3 + dJ=h 
B”=P,[B+d,]” ... [l][fl+d,]‘~ . . . [B+&]“‘, 
where w(B’)=v-(q-l)<v, w(B”)=v-q<v. 
By the induction hypothesis B’ and B” can be decomposed in sums of 
terms B”’ satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) relatively to B’ (resp. B”). 
Since B’ and B” satisfy (ii) we see that B”’ satisfies (ii). 
Since 
we have 
g(B’) = g(B) 
g(B”‘) < g(B’) 
and B”’ verities (iii) if it comes from B’. 
Since 
dB”) G g(B) 
we have the same conclusion for B”‘. 1 
We will now prove a result of Wade which is a particular case of 
Lemma 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Given j>O, let k,>k,> ... >k, in N andl,al,a . . . 
>, 1, > 0 in N, then if /3 is large enough the element 
9=p [B+kl]“‘““’ ... [fi+kJ”+‘“’ 
4cB+lll ... CB+l11) ’ (37) 
where t > 0, a, ~5 0 mod q, min(k, + ai) > 0 is equal to a sum of j-simple 
elements 
y=p, cp+w ... CB+b,l” 
fJ’(CB+l,l +.. cB+l”l)’ 
(38) 
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where the bi are strictly decreasing and such that: 
(i) u<t 
(ii) b, > min(k, + c(,, 1, + j) 
(iii) g(numerator U)< g(numerator 9) with a strict inequality ij 
v < t. 
Proof: We will proceed by induction on n(F) = g(num 9). 
Suppose it is proved when n(F) < d and consider the case where 
n(F) = d. Using Proposition 2 to decompose the numerator of 9 we get 
terms of the form 
with d, > d2 > . . . > d,, and such that ei < q, dh > min,(k, + cli), and 
n(9) < deg P + i aiqaxI sup( 1, qkz) = n(F). 
,= I 
So the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied and 3 is j-simple unless 
In this case write 
CP+d,l=CB+1,]““‘-“+[dl-Z,] 
then we can decompose 93 in X + F where 
~=pp’CP+,tl ~dZ’f--‘[~+d,]e~-l . . . [fi+dJ” 
4lIP+U ... CP+1,-,]) 
z,=p, C4-~,l[b+41er-’ ... CB+dJ’” 
4CB+l,l .‘. cB+l,l) . 
We have 
~(~)=~(~)-g(CB+d~l)+g(CD+I,]4d’-’f-y’) 
=n(~)-qd’+qdl-q’,+i<d 
n(~‘)=n(~)-g(CB+d,l)+g([d,-1,1) 
(39) 
= n(S) - qdl + qdl -h < d. 
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Relation (39) shows that we can apply the induction hypothesis to x and 
A?“’ and we obtain j-simple terms Y of the form (38) such that: 
(i) 
i 
v6t-1 if 2 arises from 2 
vbt if 22 arises from 2’. 
(ii) Since qdl~“-qql=ql(q~l-‘r-,-l), 
b, 2 min (d;, 1, + j) 2 min (ki + cli, 1, + j). 
I I 
(iii) g(num U)< < g(num 9). 
Note finally that if D < t - 1, we do have the strict inequality 
g(num U) < g(num 9). 1 (40) 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let X’ be given by 
with ~~~10, ai f 0 modq, kieZ, and min,(k,+cr,)>O. 
Using Proposition 3 we can decompose 2’ in a sum of elements 9 of the 
form 
with 
(9 e,<q 
(ii) d,bmin(k,+di)>O 
(iii) g(numerator 9) 6 C;=, aiqll sup(1, qkl). 
Since dh > 0, now we can apply Proposition 3. 
Finally, we obtain a decomposition of Z in a sum of terms 2’ 
such that: 
(i) v<t 
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(ii) b, 3 min(& I, + j) > min(k, + aj, I, + j) 
(iii) g(numerator 9) < g(numerator 9) GE;=, aiqat sup( 1, qkl) with 
strict inequality ‘if u < t - 1 by (40). 1 
V. TRANSCENDENCE OF THE VALUES OF CARLITZ'S ZETA FUNCTION 
The proof consists in showing that for any s 3 1, the value i(s) can be 
written as a series 
i(s)= f 5, 
k=O k 
where Rk,s verifies the conditions of the theorem. 
( 1) Expression of c(s) 
Carlitz’s zeta function is defined, for s 3 1, by 
c(s)= 1 G-“. 
GEZ 
(41) 
If we group together the terms of the same degree k and write 
uk(s)= 1 G-” 
IGl =qk 
G mon1c 
we clearly have 
ib) = 5 u,‘(s). 
k=O 
In [2] Carlitz has shown that if we set 
F,= [j][j- 1-J” . . . [I]“‘-1 
and 
-’ := ‘f @Q-s 
.T=O 
we have 
uk(s)=(++~+d!$. 
k 
(42) 
(43 1 
641:39:3-3 
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Now we can suppose that s 6 q”+ ‘, for a certain n E N, and we must 
compute A, R) To this end we will make the remark c41 
which means that only terms of degree < q”+ ’ are 
computation of A$‘. The expansion of 
as a power series in X gives terms of the form 
Xi” + I, + r,q” 
“ioi, ... I, 
Lt(F, Lf_ I)‘1 ... (F,Lf-,jn 
mod(X@+‘) (44) 
of importance in the 
(45) 
with iO + ii q + . . . + i,q” = I and qOi, i, E IF,,. 
Remarks. (1) If k<n, then ikfl= ... =i,=O. 
(2) In any case we have 
%o,....o=(-l)k-l :, 0 =(-l)kP’#O. 
From (43) and (45) we get 
so that, if 1 <S < q”+ ‘, we have 
n(k) = 
c 
1 
s 
10 in 
“0’ .i”L;(F,L&,)i’ . . . (F,LfJ. 
io+ ... +t,y”=s 
or 
/l(k)= s c @-io . ..I. 
io+ +&@=s 
x [kliLq([k][k - 11)““’ . . . ([k] ... [k-(n-1)])in4” 
L;r.F’: . . . F; 
(46) 
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To have (46) in the form (5) we will replace cli, i,, by ai, so that we get 
il y + r2y2 + + inq” 
/i ‘,k ) = J 
.‘. [k-(n-l)]‘nY’ (47) 
I,. -in 
L” F’1 . . . Fin 
k I n 
i*y+ ... +i,y”<.v 
By the above remark we have 
a,=(-l)k-l#O. 
Also, we deduce from (46) that for q” < s 6 q”+ ‘, 
i(s)= f (-l)s+k+’ 
ilyf ... +r,y” 
1 
. . . [,I-(n-l)]‘.Y” 
k=O i, -.-in 
Ls,F’: . Fin 
n 
ily+ +i.y”<s-1 
(48) 
with ai E F, and a0 # 0. 
(2) Transcendence of i(s) 
Our main is to prove the following result: 
COROLLARY. For all s 3 1, c(s) is transcendental over Q. 
Proof. Let us suppose that q” < s 6 q” + r and let us apply the theorem. 
By (48) we see that F[(“-l)‘Y1 ... F~(“-l)iY”l[(~) is of the form (5) with 
Since a, # 0 and deg Fu = vq”, we have 
deg B, = i y vq”. 
1) = I [ 1 
Now 
with equality if ai # 0. 
So we get 
deg Bi < deg B, - 2 i, vq” 
which is inequality (4). m 
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